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Introducing

People who appreciate the finer things know that all ice is not created equally. For these ice purists,  
Scotsman proudly introduces the Brilliance™ collection of 15-inch residential ice machines. They enable 
homeowners to enjoy superior-quality Scotsman ice more conveniently than ever and offer the same 
gourmet cubes that have made Scotsman a leader in the home “clear” ice product category. Several  
features combine to make Brilliance the best option for discerning customers. 

Quite simply the best ice
Brilliance ice machines produce crystal-clear, taste-free, and odorless cubes to enhance the beverage 
experience. The Scotsman ice cubes will not change the flavor of drinks, whereas ice from the refrigerator 
will due to minerals in the water and absorbed odors. A water-quality sensor detects hard-water  
conditions and purges mineral-laden water with every harvest cycle. This also helps extend the time 
between cleanings. 

Unique cube shape 
The unique shape of Scotsman ice cubes prevents them from freezing together and clumping in the glass. 
It also enables the cubes to melt more slowly, assuring that water won’t excessively dilute the beverage. 

Greater ice production
Homeowners appreciate production efficiency, particularly when entertaining several guests. The  
new Brilliance models deliver here as well—producing three times as much ice per day (approximately  
50 pounds in 24 hours) compared to our previous consumer ice machine models. 

Integrated aesthetics
Brilliance ice machines complement any kitchen or home entertainment area. They have been designed 
with sleek new styling and virtually disappear when installed with a custom wood front that matches the 
surrounding cabinetry. They’re available in stainless, black or white finishes and kits will be available to 
accommodate the use of existing custom wood front panels on the new models. 

User-friendly control panel 
An electronic control panel clearly communicates the machine’s ice production status and maintenance 
needs. LED indicators let the user know the machine is on and can alert the user to a no-water condition.  
It will even remind you when it’s time to clean—one less thing to worry about. 

Energy and water efficiency
Innovative technology enables Brilliance cubers to use less than half the energy and one-third the water of 
our previous model. This is particularly relevant given today’s heightened concerns for energy conservation 
and environmental responsibility. 

More smart design features
Scotsman Brilliance ice machines feature a light in the bin to illuminate the interior and a self-closing door 
to help reduce energy costs. They are also available with a built-in drain pump, eliminating the need for a 
floor drain. This optional drain pump is factory-installed to reduce installation costs. 

Brilliance™

Scotsman. Ice for the Purist. 
Scotsman, one of the world’s largest manufacturers of ice systems, offers more than 300 models of 

ice machines, bins, and dispensers. We created the 15-inch consumer ice machine category 40 years 

ago, and the Brilliance™ machines demonstrate how we continue to innovate with more convenience, 

efficiency, and reliability. For more information on our complete line of products, call 1-800-SCOTSMAN 

(1-800-726-8762) or visit www.scotsman-ice.com. 
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